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Student Updates

**UBCMJ Call for Submissions - Technology in Medicine**

*When*: Before October 14, 2016  
*Where*: Submit [here](#)

UBCMJ is accepting submissions for the Spring 2017 issue "Technology in Medicine". We hope this issue will identify areas of healthcare that are in need of support from technological advances. We also accept submissions that do not fall into this theme.

For more information, contact Torey Lau, UBCMJ Communications Manager (toreylau@alumni.ubc.ca).

>>> [Click Here](#)

---

**Student-led Sexual Harassment Survey**

*When*: ASAP  
*Where*: Online

---
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We are a group of undergraduate medical students and faculty members surveying med students of all genders at all 17 Medical Schools in Canada to evaluate the prevalence and nature of sexual harassment during medical training. We will use the findings to inform medical schools about the extent of the problem and suggest approaches to addressing it. The anonymous survey should take <15 minutes.

To take the survey, click here. Contact jwebber@nosm.ca for more information.

---

**Order form for The Artery (Student Art Book)**

**When:** ASAP. We need 100 book orders or we can't print!

**Where:** Online Form

The Artery 2016 is an art book filled with various pieces (photography, poetry, paintings, sketches, sculptures, food art, etc) from all 4 years of Med & Dent students. The book is 6”x8.5” with a nicely finished cover and spine (not coiled!), and costs only $20! It will be a great addition to your student housing or be a perfect holiday present.

Pick up will be in Katz Atrium between October to November.

Click here to order your copy. Contact theartery@uofa@gmail.com for more information.

>> Click Here

---

**ICAAT - Pilot Assessment Link**

Year 1 and Year 2 Medical Students,

We are developing a tool to assess learner attitudes towards inner city patients. We are asking for your anonymous participation in pilot testing this tool.

If you have / will be receiving an email with additional details about our study. This project is an ethics-approved, educational research initiative of the Inner City Health and Wellness Program. One of our program’s goals is to better serve inner city populations through effective education and training for health care professionals. This research study is an important part of this goal. Please help us by filling out a pilot test of our assessment tool (ICAAT). Thanks so much for your participation!

Contact mrmckinn@ualberta.ca for more information.

>> Click Here

---

**Intro to the OSCE’s**

**When:** 12:00-12:50, October 21, 2016 (Please note the updated day/time/location)

**Where:** Katz 1080

Come out to our first lunch talk and unravel the truths behind the acronym responsible for med student palpitations. Learn all about OSCEs and what to expect for your OSCE exam at the end of the year from the physical exam master himself, Dr. Daniels.
Contact girkulis@ualberta.ca for more information.

Social Media and Mentorship Survey
We are conducting a survey to assess the impact of social media on mentoring and networking for physicians and physicians-in-training. Please assist us in completing this quick survey and sharing it with fellow students, residents, and physicians in practice. Find the survey here.

Contact Jessica Luc (jgluc@ualberta.ca) for more information.

Call for Posters - Campus Alberta Neuroscience Symposium
When: October 20-21, 2016
Where: Coast Edmonton Plaza Hotel

All attendees are encouraged to present a poster at the 2016 CAN symposium on any area of neuroscience or mental health research, education or translation. Sessions will focus on depression, healthy brain aging and dementia, nervous system injury, multiple sclerosis and neuroimaging. Registration is free for Alberta trainees (deposit required). View the symposium poster here.

Contact Shannon Wowk (swowk@ualberta.ca) for more information.

>> Click Here

C2017 Focus Group Participation
Participation in this study will involve a one-time focus group discussion with other medical students from your year, as well as a moderator from our team. The discussion will include questions about the types of learning resources and learning methods you have found valuable in your clerkship experience.

Contact Amarjot Padda (padda@ualberta.ca) for more information.

AMA Youth Run Club Talk
When: 12:00-13:00, October 12th, 2016
Where: ECHA 2-190

Since 2012-13, the Alberta Medical Association and Ever Active Schools have partnered to introduce the AMA Youth Run Club to 363 schools and over 22,000 children and youth. The AMA YRC is about SO much more than running, as are the volunteer opportunities – through the YRC CHAMPions program – for physicians, medical students and residents. In support of the principles of Comprehensive School Health, the AMA YRC is based on the mutual interests of medical professionals and educators in developing school environments where healthy students flourish as better learners. Come to the session on Oct. 12 to learn how you can get involved!

Contact finola@ualberta.ca for more information.
McGill Journal of Medicine - Accepting Submissions

The McGill Journal of Medicine is a student-led, peer-reviewed journal that aims to provide students with a platform to publish on all aspects of medicine. We are currently accepting submissions for our Spring 2017 issue with a special focus on Primary Care in Quebec. No other discipline is as broad and all-encompassing as Family Medicine and we hope your submissions will reflect the diversity of the specialty. Whether it be discussing the merits of the periodic health exam, comparisons between different provincial healthcare systems, the challenges and rewards of rural practice, medical education of primary care practitioners or any one of numerous other topics, family medicine research aims to improve patient health at all points in their lives and through multiple different avenues.

We are currently accepting original research articles, reviews, case reports, Crossroad and fine art submissions. Submissions are evaluated on a rolling basis. Find more information and submit here.

Faculty Updates

Elective Opportunity: Shadowing Artists on the Wards Orientation Session

**When:** 12:00 - 13:00, October 5, 2016  
**Where:** McMullen Gallery, University of Alberta Hospital

Please join us for an orientation session to the Shadowing Artists on the Wards elective. In this 12 hour elective you will learn about the role of the arts in the healing process. Shadowing will take place throughout October and November. Please see the full elective description here. Please register for the orientation session here.

Contact ahhm@ualberta.ca for more information.

Advice on Using Non-AH/AHS Information Systems

The use of technology in healthcare is a rapidly emerging field. Many of us already use information systems provided by Alberta Health (AH) or Alberta Health Services (AHS) such as Netcare, eClinician, and IMPAX, to assist with patient care. However, many other healthcare software products (hereafter referred to as information systems), web based and/or apps for personal devices, are also available for use in inpatient and ambulatory care settings. Before using a non-AH/AHS hosted information system that would contain confidential health information, you MUST be aware of important privacy policies and procedures and your responsibility to comply with the Health Information Act and other privacy laws.

Contact wagoner@ualberta.ca for more information.
Science in the Cinema presents: Contagion

**When:** 18:30 - 21:00, October 13, 2016  
**Where:** Metro Cinema at the Garneau Theatre, 8712 109 St

FREE Admission and FREE popcorn! Health care professionals, government officials and everyday people find themselves in the midst of a pandemic as the Centers for Disease Control works to find a cure.

Following the film there will be a Q & A with Dr. David Evans, Vice Dean of Research, Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry, and Dr. Lynora Saxinger, Associate Professor of Infectious Diseases in the Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry, who will be available to answer questions from the audience about pandemic.

Find the Facebook event [here](#). Contact ahhm@ualberta.ca for more information.

---

Global Health Rounds

**When:** 12:00-12:50 October 3, 2016  
**Where:** ECHA L1-140

See poster [here](#).

---

CFMS Updates

**CFMS Membership**

Welcome to the new medical students! Please ensure to sign up for your CFMS membership using this code: **CFMSwebsite14** ([www.cfms.org](http://www.cfms.org)). We encourage all students to sign up for the website as it’s the only way you can access all of the services, discounts, and resources that we offer, and they we to make sure that you are getting the most out of your membership. Be sure to also follow us on Facebook as well!

For additional information, please contact: msavpext@ualberta.ca

---

**CFMS Communiqué**

In This [Communiqué](#)...

1) **UBC Medical Journal - Call for Submissions** (Deadline: October 14, 2016)  
2) **Congratulations to the 2016-2017 CFMS Executive Team**  
3) **World Health Assembly - Call for Applications** (Deadline: October 7, 2016)  
4) **Science and Society - Call for Submissions** (Deadline: November 30, 2016)  
5) **CFMS Quebec Regional Representative - Call for Applications** (Deadline: October 14, 2016)

Contact msavpexternal@ualberta.ca for more information.
Listserv and Steth Submission Instructions

Please use this document as your guide for MSA Communication. It has the details on sending an email to the listserv or submitting an article to The Steth. There is updated information so make sure you take a look!

If you have any questions about communication, please e-mail msa.vpadm@ualberta.ca.

>> More Info
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